


Waves of scientific breakthroughs 

At the knee of the exponential curve  

Converging industries, globally 

Human-machine ‘symbiosis’

Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years



Humans ☯ Technology 



Online ☯ Real-Life 



Platform Economics | ‘Surveillance Capitalism’ 



 As networks rise and platforms proliferate, centres and silos recede





     The future is NO LONGER an extension of the present
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VUI (voice-based user 
interfaces) will change 

the buying  habits of 
EVERY consumer, 
regardless of age





“Gradually, then suddenly”  (exponential) 



Connected Everything | Smart Everything



Everything should be as connected and as smart as necessary, but not more!  
(riffing off Albert Einstein)
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The key question is no longer IF / HOW but WHY & WHO (Purpose, Meaning, Trust)
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Relationships, engagements and experiences define human happiness

(Martin Seligman, PERMA)



As the world  
goes totally digital, 

it will be  
YOUR STORY 

YOUR PEOPLE 
YOUR PURPOSE  

YOUR EXPERIENCES  
that differentiates you -  
not just your products! 



“Whatever is very simple for a human is very hard for a  computer, 
and whatever is very hard for a human is simple for a computer”  

(riffing off Hans Moravec)



“We know a lot more more than we can tell” (Use it or lose it)



Machines  
don’t do 

relationships!

Passion, persuasion, imagination and storytelling will remain essential to our future



Algorithms can outperform human intelligence when it is NOT about understanding 
emotions, intentions, interpretations, consciousness, self-awareness aka #androrithms



Our immediate future: Intelligent Assistance (IA) rather than AI



AGI??



Technology has no ethics but your future depends on them



Digital Ethics is the #1 Technology                          Topic for 2019  (Gartner Research)





What Millennials and GenZ  are expecting from you

Holistic business models.  Circular economy. Human well-being.





A new economic logic is coming…                                    …prepare today!



OFFLINE is a new luxury



‘Surveillance Capitalism’ is not sustainable: a crucial junction for retail 



Privacy is becoming a new luxury
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‘Not exponential’ ie ‘natural’ or ‘not-enhanced’ becomes a new luxury



Is remaining HUMAN becoming a new luxury…?



Abundance on 
the outside, 
scarcity on 
the inside



Human experiences … new luxury?  





Pine & Gilmore 1999

The Experience Economy





Getting this balance right is crucial to your future success

Privacy & Identity 
Security & Safety  

Agency & Autonomy 
Rights & Ethics

Liquidity & Flow 
Efficiency & Speed  
Productivity & Ease 

Network Effects



In a world of total connectivity, increasing abundance and more affordable 
choices, MEANING, CONTEXT and PURPOSE will win



Embrace technology 
but don’t become it!




